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Master of Disaster 2

Cat-Nr: MOD2

Master of Disaster 2

Artikel info:-

Marcel ist proud and presents Knuts shredded slip to Bubu.
Very bigmouthed he requests Bubu to enter the ring. After
some verbal attacks and a bit nudging Bubu brings Marcel to
the ground through a tough throw. Marcel tries to free himself
but has no success. Already in the second round Bubu tries to
shred Marcels slip but it withstands. The fight gets more
aggressive each minute. Bubu puts Marcel into a hard body
scissors and switches into a schoolboy pin. Now he tortures
Marcel with slaps into his face and muscle riding. Marcel tries
to get free witch all his power but has no chance. This round
goes to Bubu. The next round continues that way. Bubu is a
scissor expert. Marcel fights back with headlocks. Bubu wants
revenge for Knut and tries to destroy Marcels shorts at every
chance he gets. But they are very stable. But for Marcel these
games are quite painful although. After Bubu keeps Marcel
into a hard head scissor he has to surrender finally. Now Bob
who has watched the fight for some time barges in. They bob
and weave around each other, head to head. But than a hard
fight is about to begin. Now Bubu has a much stronger
opponent. Does he still has enough power and stamina to
prevail again? 

Play length approx 61 min.

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Master of Disaster 2 :

shipping method
Download HD, DVD Shipping, Photo series (- 22,00 EUR ).

In catalog since Saturday 11 March, 2017
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